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ZyXEL ZyWALL 110 VPN Firewall (no UTM)

Product Name: ZyXEL ZyWALL 110 VPN Firewall (no UTM)

Manufacturer: Zyxel

Model Number: ZYWALL310-GB0101F

ZyXEL ZyWALL 110 VPN Firewall (no UTM)
The ZyXEL ZyWALL 110 delivers reliable, non-stop VPN  services with dual-WAN failover and
fallback support. With two WAN  connections&mdash;one primary and one for
redundancy&mdash;the Zyxel VPN Firewall  automatically switches to the backup connection
should the primary link fail,  and automatically switches back to the primary connection once it is
back  online.
ZyXEL ZyWALL 110 Key Features

ï¿½ Robust hybrid VPN (IPSec/  SSL/L2TP over IPSec)
ï¿½ Facebook WiFi, Intelligence  social media authentication
ï¿½ Auto-provisioned client-to-site  IPsec setup with Easy VPN
ï¿½ More secure VPN connections  with SHA-2 cryptographic
ï¿½ Device HA Pro dedicated  heartbeat port ensures smart  handover 
ï¿½ Hotspot management for  authentication, access control  and billing

To support dynamic, mobile business operations in today&rsquo;s  BYOD (bring your own device)
business environments, the  VPN Firewalls offer unlimited business mobility with Layer-2 
Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) VPN for mobile devices. The  VPN Firewall supports L2TP/IPSec VPN
on a wide variety  of mobile Internet devices running the iOS, Android and  Windows mobile
platforms.
Zero Configuration remote access
Virtual private networks provide businesses a secure  and convenient way of sharing company
resources with  partners, customers, or employees on business trips. Yet  typical VPN solutions
are hard for non-technical users  to configure, which greatly reduces their usability and 
convenience. The Zyxel VPN Firewalls feature Easy VPN to  provide auto-provisioned
client-to-site IPSec VPN setup. A  wizard is available with the Zyxel IPSec VPN client-software 
that automatically retrieves the VPN configuration file  from the remote Zyxel VPN Firewall and
completes the  IPSec VPN setup in 3 simple steps. Zyxel&rsquo;s Easy VPN lowers 
administration effort and allows partner, customers, or  traveling employees to access company
servers, email, or  data centers easily and securely.
Best TCO for access expansion
People expect network access regardless of time or  location. As a result, hotspots are in demand
in an everexpanding assortment of locations. The Zyxel VPN firewalls  integrated with Zyxel AP
Controller technology enables  users from a centralized user interface. In addition,  Zyxel Hotspot
Management delivers a unified solution  for business networks with user-friendly tools like Billing 
System, Walled Garden, Multiple Authentication, 3rd Party  Social Login and User Agreement.
With ZyWALL series  businesses can now deploy or expand a managed WiFi  network with
minimal effort.
Simplified management procedure
Managing complex configuration settings can be confusing  and time-consuming. Zyxel USG
20-VPN and USG20WVPN provides an &ldquo;easy mode&rdquo; setting in the GUI for 
entry-level and SOHO users. Easy mode provides an iconbased feature set and attractive
dashboard to simplify  management and monitoring of the device. Application  and function
settings also have integrated wizards for userfriendly setup. Zyxel USG 20-VPN and
USG20W-VPN easy  mode helps entry-level users and SOHO users effortlessly  take advantage
of high-speed and secure networking.
ZyXEL ZyWALL 110 Technical Specifications
General

ï¿½ Firewall Throughput (Mbps): Firewall Throughput (Mbps): 1,600
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ï¿½ Max. Concurrent Sessions: 150,000
ï¿½ VPN Throughput (Mbps): 400
ï¿½ Max. Concurrent IPSec  VPN Tunnels: 100
ï¿½ Content filtering (CF 2.0)*1
ï¿½ Amazon VPC
ï¿½ Device HA Pro
ï¿½ Hotspot Management
ï¿½ Facebook WiFi

Price: £560.84
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